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ABOUT
 COMJAGAT 

TECHNOLOGIES
Comjagat Technologies has been
successfully serving the ICT industry
since its inception in 2007, offering
customized IT solutions and support to
organizations across diverse industries.
From providing fintech solutions to
developing mobile applications,
Comjagat has always created a sense of
satisfaction among the client base with
our industry-leading solutions and
support mechanisms. 

While serving more than 500 clients in
over 15 years, Comjagat Technologies
has gone on to become a name to be
reckoned with in the IT industry of the
country. In 2023, Comjagat received A2P
(Application-to-Person) license from the
concerned authority and has been
successfully providing bulk SMS services
to corporate clients ever since.

Contact US
Comjagat Technologies

Boshoti Legacy, House #29, Road# 6, 
Dhanmondi, Dhaka 1205.

Web: www.comjagat.org/sms/index.php
EMail Address : sales@comjagat.org

Mobile: +8801841599100



Why Chose Us?
500+ clients served
15+ years of experience
30+ highly skilled, dynamic, and hard-working professionals
Reliable and highly secured bulk SMS support 

Key Features of Bulk SMS:

Government-Authorized Platform:
Comjagat Technologies holds a valid
license from the government for
application-to-person messaging,
ensuring compliance with regulations
and standards.

Scalability: Whether you are a small
business or a large enterprise, our
platform is designed to cater to your
specific needs. By sending hundreds of
messages (bulk SMS) on your behalf,
we have the infrastructure to support
your growth.

Reliability and Security: Security and reliability
are paramount in messaging services. Our
platform employs robust security measures to
safeguard your data and ensure the delivery of
messages without fail.

Analytics and Reporting: Gain valuable insights into your messaging
campaigns with our comprehensive analytics and reporting tools.
Track delivery rates, engagement metrics, and more to optimize your
communication strategies. 

Masking and Non-Masking: We are
offering you the bulk SMS/ mass
messaging services in both masking
and non-masking modes, just to
ensure we meet your customized
needs. 



Cost Savings: By choosing our bulk

SMS services, you can significantly

reduce your communication costs

compared to traditional channels like

print or broadcast media.

Benefits:

Increased Reach: Reach a wider
audience instantly with SMS, paving
the way for higher rate of responses
and engagements compared to email
or other forms of communication.

Increased Reach: Reach a wider
audience instantly with SMS, paving
the way for a higher rate of responses
and engagements compared to email
or other forms of communication.

Our Clients:

& Many More ...

Dedicated customer Support: Avail
consistent support from our
dedicated customer care team who
always go by the spirit of serving their
level best. 


